Fedra Mono
Fedra Mono was developed for an annual report
that required a fixed-width counterpart to
Fedra Sans. All the characters share the same
widths, which makes it suitable for tabular
setting when the information benefit from the
vertical alignment of characters. The typical
example would be spreadsheet or computer
code.
It is a 10-pitch face which means 10
characters equals one inch (2.54 cm) when
set at 10 pt. All the characters, regardless
of weight, have the same width, which is
60% of the em square. Those are also the
proportions of the 1956 version of Courier.
However, despite the fixed widths, Fedra
Mono remains relatively even in typographic
color, and lucid on screen. The various
potentially similar characters are clearly
distinguishable, notably I, l and 1, and
O and 0, as well as brackets, braces and
parentheses.
Digraphs
Some languages use two characters to
represent a single phoneme; those double
characters (dz, ij, ch) are called digraphs.
Many digraphs were used in manuscripts and
prints for centuries, but have fallen out of
use due to standardization of language. There
are only a few surviving in digraphs modern
languages now.
Czech
h¹
Croat
e h m n
Dutch¹
j
Hungarian
c a k o y t z
Latvian
h d e¹
Lithuanian
h
Maltese
f i
Slovak
h d e
Spanish and Catalan
h l r¹
In Europe, there are also digraphs used in
Albanian, Basque, Breton, and Welsh, but
opinions differ which ones are digraphs and
which ones are just mere pairs of letters.

Digraphs are treated as single ‘letters’ on
their own right. They influence hyphenation,
abbreviation, and alphabetic order. Digraphs
function as letters for the purposes of
sorting e.g. in Czech, Slovak, Spanish and
Welsh ‘ch’ serves as a single unit and words
beginning with ‘ch’ have their own section in
a dictionary.
Digraphs should not be confused with
ligatures which are graphically stylized
combinations of two or more letters. Whilst
some ligatures indicate that successive
sounds are to be pronounced as one (æ,œ)
most of them are just typographical lettercombination, trying to improve a appearance
of the words and eliminate possibly
conflicting characters pairs (ff, fi, fl,
ffi, fl). Those ligatures have a practical
significance only for typesetting, and
do not represents a semantic difference.
Other common ligatures are ‘&’ and ‘@’. The
ampersand ‘&’ is the stylized abbreviation of
‘et’, the Latin word for ‘and’. The origins
of the symbol ‘@’ seem to be derived also
from Latin, representing the word ‘ad’,
translated to English as ‘at’.
Proportional & monospaced fonts
Proportional fonts (e.g. Fedra Sans) use
regular string of letters to represent
digraphs, and don’t require designing special
characters. However, since all the characters
in monospaced fonts must have the same
widths, a special collection of digraphs has
to be drawn for monospaced fonts (e.g. Fedra
Mono). Unlike ligatures, digraphs should be
case-consistent, with both upper, and lower
case variants of the digraphs.
a c d e f g h i j k l m n o r s t z
A C D E F G H I J K L M N O R S T Z
It is important to understand that althought
some digraphs in Fedra Mono may be
graphically stylized, they are not ligatures,
and are not meant to be used in languages
which do not require use fixed-width
digraphs.
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FEDRA LIGHT & LIGHT ITALIC, 32 POINTS
DUTCH LANGUAGE (WITH DIGRAPHS)

WWW.TYPOTHEQUE.COM
COPYRIGHT, 2002

IN DE TWEEDE HELFT VAN 1916
GING VAN DOESBURG DEFINITIEF
OVER TOT EEN VLAKKE, GEOMETRISCH-ABSTRACTE STJL, VERwant aan die van de kunstenaar Vilmos Huszár, die
hj bj ‘De Anderen’ ontmoette, en aan de geabstraheerde schilderjen van Bart
van der Leck.Mede om deze
nieuwe kunst bekend te maken,
richtte hij in de zomer van
1917 het tjdschrift De Stjl
op. Hjzelf was de enige redacteur, medewerkers waren onder anderen Mondriaan,
Oud en Huszár, Van der Leck,
alsook de architect Robert
van’t Hoff. Het eerste nummer kwam eind 1917 uit, het
DIGRAPH ‘ij’ IN TEXT

FEDRA BOOK & BOOK ITALIC, 32 POINTS
CATALAN LANGUAGE (WITH DIGRAPHS)

WWW.TYPOTHEQUE.COM
COPYRIGHT, 2002

COM QUE ELS MILORS FUTBOLISTES S’ESTIMEN MÉS ANARSE’N al Bernabéu (Zidane i
Figo en són els dos últims
exemples) i les estreles
s’han cansat del Camp Nou
(Rivaldo ha seguit el camí
que va traçar Ronaldo al seu
dia), al Barcelona han aribat
a una conclusió. Com que no
hi havia diners per complaure
els grans entrenadors, tipus
Capello, Cúper o Wenger, que
demanaven una fortuna per remodelar un equip que amenaçava ruïna, Gaspart va mirar enrere i va desenterrar
l’opció més barata. I també
la més perillosa. El president del Barça es va fixar
DIGRAPH ‘LL’ IN TEXT

DIGRAPH ‘ll’ IN TEXT

DIGRAPH ‘rr’ IN TEXT

FEDRA NORMAL & NORMAL ITALIC, 32 POINTS
GERMAN LANGUAGE (WITH DIGRAPHS)

WWW.TYPOTHEQUE.COM
COPYRIGHT, 2002

KORRUPTION SEI LÄNGST NICHT
MEHR NUR DIE GEISEL DER
LÄNDER AUF DER SÜDHALBKUGEL.
Die Vermutung allerdings,
die Bundesrepublik überrage
Botswana auf politischem und
wirtschaftlichem Gebiet um
Längen, ist wohl europäischer
Arroganz geschuldet. Denn der
südafrikanische Staat schickt
sich an, Deutschland in der
Bekämpfung von Korruption
zu überholen. Der Abstand
zwischen beiden Ländern ist
nicht mehr groß, warnte
Peter Eigen, Vorsitzender von
Transparency International
(TI), bei der diesjährigen
Vorstellung des internationalen Korruptionsindex 2002
DIGRAPH ‘SS’ IN TEXT

FEDRA MEDIUM & MEDIUM ITALIC, 32 POINTS
ITALIAN LANGUAGE

WWW.TYPOTHEQUE.COM
COPYRIGHT, 2002

COSÌ IL MILAN COMINCIA A PIACERSI E A PIACERE. La tecnica e i piedi buoni non
mancano tra i rossoneri e,
al 15’, Inzaghi, dopo un
contrasto in area, va vicino al gol con una conclusione da terra che Kinski respinge. Tre minuti dopo Rui
Costa imbecca Tomasson che,
tutto solo, indugia troppo
prima di scaricare un destro
che Pilny respinge sulla linea. Al 20’ Inzaghi sblocca
il risultato, bella la combinazione Tomasson-Rui Costa,
bello l’assist del portoghese
per Inzaghi che, tutto solo,
non sbaglia. A questo punto
il Liberec, per qualificarsi,

FEDRA BOLD & BOLD ITALIC, 32 POINTS
DANISH LANGUAGE

WWW.TYPOTHEQUE.COM
COPYRIGHT, 2002

PÅ ET LUKKET RETSMØDE OPHÆVEDE EN BYRETSDOMMER I DENNE
uge retsplejelovens kildebeskyttelse efter afspilning
af en telefonsamtale mellem
journalist Stig Matthiesen
og en redaktionssekretær på
Jyllands-Posten. Lektor i
strafferet, Jørn Vestergaard,
lægger ikke fingrene imellem
i sin kritik. Det er alvorligt, når man undergraver
pressens arbejdsvilkår og informationsfriheden. Hvis man
går efter pressens folk på
denne måde, så betyder det,
at pressen ikke kan arbejde
med denne slags sager uden
at bringe sig selv og kilderne i fare, og så får man

Character layout of Fedra Mono Expert fonts
Macintosh PostScript Type 1

Since there is no standard for placement of alternative characters, the glyphs
of the Expert fonts are mapped to arbitrary positions. However, many characters are placed on the positions which can be accessed quite intuitively.
For example: r > r, R > R, & > &, S > S
The capital digraphs are placed on the cap positions and lower-case digraphs
on the lower-case ones. This makes it easy to change case in a body of text.
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